SURFACE MINING TECHNOLOGY

CAST LIP
SYSTEM
More productivity hours than any
other cast lip system on the market.

THE WIDEST RANGE OF CAST LIP
SYSTEMS AVAILABLE.
• CR technology excellence
• 180 ton to ultra class shovels
• Optimised and configured for
your needs
• Supported by the widest range
of G.E.T. and wear technology

CRmining.com

THE MOST ADVANCED PRODUCTIVITY SOLUTIONS.
Designed for productivity.
The CR cast lip range is designed specifically
to improve the productivity of surface mining
equipment. Our dedicated team of product experts
is committed to delivering a product that meets
your mining requirements.

DECAEDGE
Cast lip for large mining wheel loaders.

CR designs simplify the maintenance process,
reduce the demand on maintenance teams and
improve digging efficiency with the correct
G.E.T. application.
Whether you are targeting better utilisation,
efficient cycle times or optimised fill factors, with
our expert advice and service options, you can be
sure a CR cast lip is the right choice.

STINGRAY
Large cast lips delivering proven productivity improvements for 400-1000T
hydraulic excavators.

RAZEREDGE
The only proven cast lip solution for 200-400T hydraulic excavators.

TRANSFORM THE STANDARD.
Utilisation
Machine utilisation plays a significant role in
machine productivity. The more time it spends
digging, the higher the output. Cast lip and
G.E.T. reliability is crucial in reducing
unnecessary downtime.

Fill Factor and Pass Match
Filling your buckets fuller and your trucks in
fewer passes is critical for increased productivity.
With the largest range of cast lip and G.E.T.
options available, you will be able to optimise
your bucket selection to ensure better fill factors
and cycle times.

Cycle Time
Cycle Time can play a significant role in the
productivity of any excavator. It is essential that
the cast lip and G.E.T. create as little resistance as
possible. CR cast lips reduce dig energy by as much
as 10% compared to other lips.

CAST LIP SYSTEMS

CONNECT WITH US

Call your account manager today or visit
CRmining.com for more information.
PART OF THE CR GROUP.

